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	The era of online video has arrived—now make it work for your business


	In the last year, the world of online video exploded. Hollywood got into the game, professional actors and writers joined in, and independent producers looked to find their niche. Now, companies are wide awake to the opportunities for product and brand promotion as well as customer engagement. So how do you want to fit into the new online video universe?


	The must-have guide, Get Seen by Steve Garfield, the "Paul Revere of video blogging," offers a quick and complete toolkit to get you up to speed on the latest that online video and related media have to offer.

	
		Examines success stories of how companies have used online video
	
		Presents a series of plans and tools that businesses can follow as they expand onto the social web
	
		Provides clear step by step directions on how to record, edit, and export videos, where to post them, how to build a community around their content, and what to do to increase views by making it go viral



	If you're ready to take full advantage of online video's many benefits, Get Seen is the one resource you need.
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Essential Email Standards: RFCs and Protocols Made PracticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Email as we know it is useful only because it is interoperable. I can read the email you send me, no matter what kind of system you used to send it and no matter what kind of system I use to read it. As long as we all use software that adheres to the open standards, we can all get along just fine. The first part of this book first describes the...
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The Retina and Circadian Rhythms (Springer Series in Vision Research)Springer, 2014

	Daily rhythms are a ubiquitous feature of living systems. Generally, these rhythms are not just passive consequences of cyclic fluctuations in the environment, but instead originate within the organism. In mammals, including humans, the master pacemaker controlling 24-hour rhythms is localized in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus...
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Web Development with the Mac (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Everything you need to know to create Web sites using your Mac


	Create and deploy striking Web sites and apps on a Mac for your own business or for clients using the essential techniques in this focused guide. While most Web site how-tos are geared toward either designers or programmers, this detailed book covers both aspects,...
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Protect Your Windows Network From Perimeter to DataAddison Wesley, 2005
In this book, two senior members of Microsoft's Security and Business Technology  Unit present a complete "Defense in Depth" model for protecting any Windows  networkno matter how large or complex. Drawing on their work with hundreds of  enterprise customers, they systematically address all three elements of a  successful security...
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Adobe® Illustrator® CS2 @work: Projects You Can Use on the JobSams Publishing, 2005
There are plenty of books available to teach you how to use the  different tools that are a part of Adobe Illustrator CS2. But how  many will actually show you how to work with the tools and  techniques and apply them to real-world, relevant projects that you  encounter every day at work? This one will.  ...
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The Arrows of Time: A Debate in Cosmology (Fundamental Theories of Physics)Springer, 2012

	The concept of time has fascinated humanity throughout recorded history, and it remains one of the biggest mysteries in science and philosophy. Time is clearly one of the fundamental building blocks of the universe and thus a deeper understanding of nature at a fundamental level also demands a comprehension of time. Furthermore, the origins...
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